
 

09.03.07

The Jesus Lizard 
LIVE- (MVD)- While I must admit that I was always partial to Scratch A
Yow’s band prior to Jesus Lizard) that is not to say that I didn’t dig the 
dig their stuff and I remember seeing them at least once probably some
(most likely The Khyber). I did like seeing J.L. live ‘cos first off you had 
Sims staring you down from the stage (just like he used to do in Scratc
Yow just being a complete freak. The gig on this dvd was from October
club in Boston, Venus de Milo ( well, the press release says Boston bu

Yow says “Hello Cambridge” ….ok, story time: one time in the late 80’s I was hanging o
friends in Somerville, MA and I made the genius comment of “It’s great to be here in Bo
friend of a friend, not a very friendly one, looks at me with a dead stare and says , in tha
“You’re not in Boston, you’re in Somerville!” ). Anywho, on this dvd the camera shots ar
sound and at one point Yow gets the ok from a crowd and dives right in. The band tack
“Mouthbreather”, “Horse”, “Mailman” and plenty of others. Plus as a bonus there is 5 ad
recorded in NYC at CBGB’s in the Summer of 1992 (including “My Own Urine”, “Monke
“Wheelchair Epidemic”, etc.). www.mvdvisual.com  

 
09.03.07 
Lene Lovich 
LIVE FROM NEW YORK AT STUDIO 54- (MVD)- While I own a handf
records I must say that I hardly ever listen to them (though I was happy
when I got the “New Toy” 12” back in the early 80’s). This show, from D
1981 , captures Lovich and her band (which includes, yep, that is him, 
synth ) in the Big Apple…..btu strangely enough, it wasn’t from the Mud
Danceteria or even CBGB’s but from the legendary hedonistic disco tha
(where was Warhol? Bianca? Cher?). This is classic in new wave exce

band and the fans. I remember the early 80’s very well and yes, I too was a new wave l
out dressed to the nines (as my pal Tony used to say) looking like part UK hipster (thou
actually born in the USA, in Detroit) and part mental patient (with that hair !) and out com
hiccup of a voice. With Dolby looking every bit the scientist that he is (or was) and the o
members looking oh so new wave they tackle “Details”, “Lucky Number”, “Rocky Road”
“New Toy.” I won’t say that this dvd enticed me into tossing a Lene record on the turnta
did enjoy watching every minute of it. www.mvdvisual.com 

09.03.07 
The Queers 
ARE HERE- (MVD)- Hard to believe that The Queers have been aroun
to commemorate it Joe and Co. have released this dvd. If you have nev
Hampshire institution take two parts Ramones and add some Screechi
T Experience and yes, you have what we call, pop punk. All the hits are
the Rent”, “Fagtown”, “Tamara is a Punk”, “Brush Your Teeth”, “ I Only 
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of course, the smash single, “Drop the Attitude Fucker.” It has live clips
2005 as well as videos and some unreleased animated video . I only have one problem
dvd player and the odd thing is that this is the 2nd copy they have sent me. The first on
and skipped all the way through. The only thing I can do is bring it over a friends house
over there. I really do wanna see it.www.mvdvisual.com 
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